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remington nylon pocket 12 gauge shotgun with 26 1/2 inch barrel chambered in 12
gauge with a 16 inch barrel, nickel plated receiver, wood stock. serial number not

visible at time of cataloging. there is a $25 transfer fee per long gun. winchester model
1100 12ga. shotgun 3 1/2 with an 18 barrel, checkered wood stock. serial number not
visible at time of cataloging. there is a $25 transfer fee per long gun. there is a $35

transfer fee per hand gun. the fee is only $20 if you fail the background check. if you
fail, you are still required to make payment and then reconsign the gun to auction.

winchester model 10 double barrel chambered in 10mm with a 21 barrel, wood stock.
serial number not visible at time of cataloging. there is a $25 transfer fee per long gun.
there is a $35 transfer fee per hand gun. the fee is only $20 if you fail the background

check. if you fail, you are still required to make payment and then reconsign the gun to
auction. cz model 52 calibre 9mm automatic pistol with a 16 barrel, steel slide, wood
stock. serial number not visible at time of cataloging. there is a $25 transfer fee per
long gun. there is a $35 transfer fee per hand gun. the fee is only $20 if you fail the

background check. if you fail, you are still required to make payment and then
reconsign the gun to auction. cz model 76 revolver chambered in 9mm with a 9 barrel,
wood stock. serial number not visible at time of cataloging. there is a $25 transfer fee

per long gun. there is a $35 transfer fee per hand gun. the fee is only $20 if you fail the
background check. if you fail, you are still required to make payment and then
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reconsign the gun to auction.
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remington nylon pocket 12 gauge
shotgun with 26 1/2 inch barrel

chambered in 12 gauge with a 16 inch
barrel, nickel plated receiver, wood

stock. serial number not visible at time
of cataloging. there is a $25 transfer
fee per long gun. winchester model

1100 12ga. shotgun 3 1/2 with an 18
barrel, checkered wood stock. serial

number not visible at time of
cataloging. there is a $25 transfer fee

per long gun. there is a $35 transfer fee
per hand gun. the fee is only $20 if you
fail the background check. if you fail,

you are still required to make payment
and then reconsign the gun to auction.

winchester model 10 double barrel
chambered in 10mm with a 21 barrel,
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wood stock. serial number not visible at
time of cataloging. there is a $25

transfer fee per long gun. there is a $35
transfer fee per hand gun. the fee is
only $20 if you fail the background

check. if you fail, you are still required
to make payment and then reconsign

the gun to auction. cz model 52 calibre
9mm automatic pistol with a 16 barrel,
steel slide, wood stock. serial number
not visible at time of cataloging. there

is a $25 transfer fee per long gun. there
is a $35 transfer fee per hand gun. the

fee is only $20 if you fail the
background check. if you fail, you are
still required to make payment and

then reconsign the gun to auction. cz
model 76 revolver chambered in 9mm

with a 9 barrel, wood stock. serial
number not visible at time of

cataloging. there is a $25 transfer fee
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per long gun. there is a $35 transfer fee
per hand gun. the fee is only $20 if you
fail the background check. if you fail,

you are still required to make payment
and then reconsign the gun to auction.
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